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Asstnecr

Compositions of coexisting phases in the system MgO-FeO-FezO:-SiOz have been de-
termined as a function of temperature and oxygen fugacity (/o,) under equilibrium condi-
tions at a total pressure of one atmosphere. At subsolidus temperatures if /0, remains
constant or increases as temperature decreases, the Mg:Fe ratio increases in all three
magnesium-iron solid solution phases: olivine, pyroxene, magnesioferrite. If the decrease of

/o, with temperature is like that in pure water, the Mg:Fe ratio in magnesioferrite remains
essentially constant, while this ratio increases in pyroxene and in olivine, more so in olivine
than in pyroxene. If the decrease of/g, with temperature is larger, approximating that of the
hematite-magnetite bufier, the Mg: Ite ratio of magnesioferrite decreases, that of pyroxene
remains essentially constant, and that of olivine increases. Magnesioferrite at solidus tem,
peratures contains generally less than 2 weight per cent MgO at 10-o atm/o", and smaller
amounts at lower oxygen fugacities.

hgtnouucrrolr

The system MgO-FeO-FerOa-SiOz has been described by Muan and
Osborn (1956) and discussed further reiative to fractional crystall ization
in basalt systems by Osborn (1959). In these papers the important effect
of oxygen partial pressure2 on phase relations in iron oxide containing
systems is emphasized. In view of the importance of iron oxides in magma
systems, further experimental work on the system MgO-FeO-Fe:Or-SiOz
was done to obtain more data on the compositions of coexisting phases.
Composition data have been obtained for the first time for the magnesio-
ferrite phase and additional data were obtained for coexisting pyroxene
and olivine phases, as a function of temperature and oxygen fugacity.

Figure 1 shows a tetrahedron representing the system MgO-FeO-FerOr-
SiOz. The front face is the system MgO-FeO-Fe2O3, the rear apex is SiOr,
and the system MgO-FeO-SiOz forms the base. A few lines are drawn to

1 Contribution No. 6tL-83, College of Mineral Industries, The Pennsylvania State
University. This paper is based largely on the Ph D. dissertation of D. H. Speidel, entitled
"Element Distribution Among Coexisting Phases in the System MgO-FeO-FerO:-SiOr
TiOr as a Function of Temperature, Oxygen Fugacity, and Bulk Composition," The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylv ania, 1964.

2 Subsequently in this paper we will use the term oxygen fugacity,/s, rather than oxygen
partial pressure, pq,.
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Ftc. 1. 'Ietrahedron 
sketched to illustrate certain phase equilibrium relations in the

system MgO-FeO-FezOrSiOz. 
'l 'he base of the tetrahedron represents the system MgO-

FeO-SiOr on which are shorvn by dashed lines the pyroxene (MgO'SiOrFeO SiO) and

olivine (2MgO'SiOz 2FeO'SiO) joins. On the front face representing the system MgO-

FeO Fe:O: is shorn'n the magnesioferrite join (MgO'!'ezOrFeO F-ezOe). Univariant curves

of special interest within the tetrahedron are shown as heavy lines with arrows. These

curves, after Muan and Osborn (1956), represent compositions oi liquids in equilibrium

with three crystalline phases ancl a gas phase Arrows indicate directions of decreasing

temperature. The fugacity of oxygen decreases from o to P, from D to P, and from P to c

Three sets of conjugation lines have been sketched to illustrate compositions of three crys-

talline phases in equilibrium with a liquid along each of the three univariant curves a P,

b-P, and P-c (a|ter Muan and Osborn, 1956). Points representing MgFe2On and FerOr

rvhere all iron oxide is calculated as FeO are shown by (MgFerOa) and (FegOa) on the join

FeO MgO.

i l iustrate certain relations which are particulariy pertinent to this discus-
sion. Along three joins, shown as l ight dashed lines, complete or extensive
solid solution exists: MgO . Fe20r-FeO ' FezOa (magnesioferrite) ;MgO
' SiOz-FeO ' SiO2 (p1'roxene) ; 2MgO ' SiOz-2FeO ' SlO, (olivine). Although

FeSiOr as well as the p)iroxene solid solutions approaching this cornposi-

tion are stable only at pressures greater than one atmosphere (Akimoto,

Fujisawa, and Katsura, 1964; Lindsley, Davis, and Maccregor, 1964),
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FeSiOa is shown to represent the end-member of the solid solution series.

The heavy lines with arrows are quaternary liquidus univariant Iines ex-
perimentally determined at a total gas pressure of one atmosphere. They

represent the compositions of liquids in equilibrium with gas and three
crystall ine phases, after Muan and Osborn (1956). The liquids repre-

sented by the line a-P are in equilibrium with crystals of olivine, pyrox-

ene, and magnesioferrite; the liquids of the line 6-P are in equilibrium
with pyroxene, tridymite, and magnesioferrite; and the l iquids repre-

sented by the lir.e P-c are in equilibrium with olivine, tridymite, and
magnesioferrite. The temperature and the oxygen fugacity for phase

assemblages along the lines o-P, b-P, and P-c decrease from left to right.

Determination of the compositions of these crystalline phases in each of

the above crystalline assemblages with changing conditions of tempera-

ture, oxygen fugacity and bulk composition was the object of this study.

ExpBnruBNtAL PRocEDURE
The conventional quenching technique was utilized under conditions of controiled

oxygen fugacity at a total gas pressure of one atmosphere, as described by Darken and

Gurry (1945), and Muan and Osborn (1956). Mechanically mixed and sintered oxides of a

composition known from previous work (Muan and Osborn, 1956) to give the desired

assemblages were held at constant temperature under the chosen atmospheric conditions

for 10 to 21 days. Each sample was ground and replaced in the furnace two to three times

to facilitate attainment oI equilibrium. Samples run in air were contained in platinum foil

envelopes open to the atmosphere. Because appreciable iron may be lost to platinum at

lower oxygen fugacities (Taylor and Muan, 1963), Ag-Pd alloy envelopes were used as con-

tainers for runs in atmospheres other than air at temperatures of 1200oC and lower. The

efiective upper limit for this use of these alloys is about 1200oC (Muan, 1963)' At higher

ternperatures in atmospheres other than air, pressed pellets were supported in thin (0.004")

Pt wire slings. The mass of the sample was so much greater than the mass of the Pt wire in

contact with the sample that the Fe-loss to the wire was negligible.

The samples were quenched to room temperature and examined under the petrographic

microscope and by X-ray diffraction techniques. Quantitative determinations of the com-

positions of the crystalline phases were performed with an electron microprobe analyzer.

Details of the analytical technique and assignment of uncertainty are described elsewhere

(Speidel ,1965).

The beam current of the microprobe analyzer was adjusted to read a constant value on

the specimen, in this case, 0.05 pA at 20kV. The beam current capacitors were charged to

capacity and the relative charge of the elements on the X-ray channel capacitors was re-

corded on a strip chart. A series of (Mg, Fe)Fe2Oa solid solutions was prepared by heat

treatment in air at 1300o-1400oc using the data of Phillips, Somiya and Muan (1961).

These solid solutions were used as standards to determine the Mg: Fe ratios of the magnesio-

ferrite phase. Two natural olivines,r one natural amphibole,l and one synthetic olivine2 were

I The samples and an analysis of their chemical composition were furnished by E. W.

White, Mineral Constitution Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University. They have

the following designations: R 1839o1; R 2M9 am; R 2468o1.
2 This analyzed sample, supplied by Ralph Nafziger, has the following composition in

weight percent: 58.3 MgzSiO4, 41.7 FegSiOr.
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used as standards for the determination of the Mg/Fe ratio of the silicate phases By rep-
resenting the compositions of solid solution series by points along the appropriate iinear
joins Mg2SiO4-FezSiOr, MgSiOpl'eSiO: and MgFezOr-Fe3On, knorvledge of the amount of
IieO will allow quick caiculation of the amount of MgO ancl SiOz in a phase. The magnesio-
ferrite phase, Mgle2Oa-Fe3Oa, cannot be represented as a linear join under all condtiions.
It can contain several weight percent excess l'e:O: Reference to Figure 1 will show that all
of the tie lines considered approach the join from the FezOr poor side. Recent work in this
laboratory (Speidel, 1966) has indicated that the magnesioferrite on the Fe2Oypoor side al-
ways has a cation to anion ratio of 0 750. Therefore, the magnesioferrite phase can be rep-
resented on the join MgFe2Oa-Fe3O4 and the determination of the ratio Fe2O3/FeO for the
phase, knol.l'ing MgO and total iron oxide content is a simple calculation

The uncertainty in FeO-content of the olivine and pyroxene phases is approximately
5 to 7 percent of the amount of FeO present. The uncertainty in FeO-content of the
magnesioferrite varies between 0.3 and 3 percent of the amount of iron oxide present, the
uncertainty increasing as the amount of MgO increases.

Tenm 1. Couposrrrom (wr ol) or Cooxrs'rrnc Cnysr,lr,lrNr aNn Lrquro Pnasns ,rr
FrxBo Oxvcpx.Fucacrrrns rN THE SysrEM MeO FeO Ire:Os-SiOz1

Temp t"C) los /n- , co::lrz I:n.i'
ul l \1ne

FeO in IreO in FeO in

Pyroxene Magnetite Liquid

M g O  i n
I novmtle

Lr clur d

1 3 7 5  - 0  7
136.5  -0  7
1285 -5  ( r

1 2 7 7  - 5  8
i z J . )  - 1  |

1 1 6 C  - 8  8
11442 -9 2

8 . 5

r32 .3.5 0
132
,10 40 0
2 t  4 8 0
1 9  i O 1

8.5 .5 ,10 0
8 6 0  3 8 0
9 8 0  5 2 0
9 7  5  . 5 0 . 5
9 8 . 5  5 6 5
9 9 0  6 4 . 5

100.0  6 .5  5

1 9 0
1 6 . 5  p

l 0  0  ?
a r . 5  !
l . s  p
0 0  p

5 0
2 0 0
2 2 0
2 7 5

t The compositions of the magnetite phase were determined in the present study All other values are from
Muan and Osborn (1956).  Al l  i ron oxide is calculated as FeO 2:tr idymite present.  The/p- value for a givcn

teml)erature and COz:Hz rat io is taken Irom Porter,  1966.
r Phase relat ions at 1144oC are for the assemblage fayal i te si l ica-magneti teJiquid gas in the l imit ing

ternary system FeO-FezOrSiOr (Muan, 1955)

ExpBnr iuBNIAL RESULTS

The compositions of coexisting crystall ine and liquid phases at a se-
ries of oxygen fugacities are l isted in Tabie 1 and shown by points in
Figure 2. Temperatures for the existence of the various assemblages, and
compositions of pyroxene, olivine, and liquid are taken from the work of
Muan and Osborn (1956). Composition of the magnesioferrite phase in
these assemblages was determined in the present studl' using mixtures
equil ibrated in the appropriate atmosphere at a temperature just below
the solidus. Bv using these completel,v: crystall ine mixtures) the presence
of abundant magnesioferrite for analysis was assured. The change in
composition of the magnesioferrite occurring in the few degrees interval
between the temperature of coexistence of three crvstall ine phases with
liquid and the temperature used for these runs is verv small (see rnag-
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nessofesrite curves in Figs. 5, 6, and 7). Total iron oxide in all phases
is recalculated and plotted as FeO in Figure 2, after the manner of Pres-
nall (1964, 1966). For the situation of triangle (a)., fo, is f ixed at 10-0'7
atm., and f or cases (b) and (d) the COz : Hz mixing ratio is experimentally
fixed at 132 and 24 respectively. Hence three crystalline phases are the
maximum number which can coexist with liquid and gas phases in (a),
(b) , and (d). Triangle (c) on the other hand represents an invariant situa-
tion in the four component system. The liquid is point P of Figure 1.
Here four crystalline phases (olivine, tridymite, pyroxene and magnesio-
ferrite) are in equilibrium with liquid P and vapor. The/o, is 10-7 r atm.
and the temperature is 1255'C. The ratio COz:Hz is approximately 40.
If the progression shown by the series of diagrams in Figure 2 is continued
for another step with the liquid composition corresponding to point c
of Figure 1, fayalite, magnetite (Fe3Oa), and silica coexist with liquid
and a gas of COz:Hz ratio of 19 (for:lO-e2 atm.) at a temperature of
tl44"C (Muan, 1955).

Compositions of the liquids coexisting in equilibrium with the indicated
crystalline phases are illustrated by the numbered points and by P in

the triangles of Figure 2. Point 1 in (a) and (b) represents in each case a
point on the line a-P oI Figure !, i.e., a liquid in equilibrium with olivine,
pyroxene, magnesioferrite and gas. Point 2 in (a) and (b) represents in

each case a point along the Iine b-P of Figure l, ' i ' .e., a l iquid in equil ib-
rium with pyroxene, tridymite, magnesioferrite and gas. Point 3 in (d)

represents a point along the line P-c of Figure !, i.e., a liquid in equilib-
rium with olivine, tridymite, magnesioferrite and gas. Because the

FerOa/FeO ratio for the composition of liquid and magnesioferrite is not
shown in Figure 2 the composition of these phases is not completely
given by a point in these triangles. Location of the composition point

within the MgO-FeO-FezOs-SiO2 tetrahedron (Fig. 1) would be necessary
to show its complete composition. The temperatures and oxygen fugac-

ities for the various assemblages are also shown in Figure 2.
By representing compositions of crystalline phases along the appro-

priate l inear joins, MgFe2Oa-FeaOr, MgSiO3FeSiOa, MgrSiO+-FezSiOe,
knowledge of the total iron oxide calculated as FeO will allow quick

graphical estimation of phase composition. The curves of Figure 3 show

the changes in composition of phases coexisting in univariant equilibrium,
as a function of temperature and oxygen fugacity. They are drawn from

the data of Table 1 as was Figure 2.
Referring to Figures 2 and 3, the following points are of special note

in connection with these assemblages of three crystalline phases, a liquid

phase and a vapor phase: (1) The condensed phases all decrease in Mg:

Fe ratio as temperature and oxygen fugacity decrease concomitantly'
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Fro. 2. Triangular diagrams representing phase relations for the system MgO-FeO-
FezOrSiOr All iron oxide is calculated as FeO, making possible representation of points on
a plane, as if points in the tetrahedron of Figure 1 were projected onto the base, MgO-FeO-
SiOz, from the oxygen apex of a tetrahedron for the system MgO-FeO-SiOz-O. Solid lines
within triangles are conjugation lines joining compositions of coexisting crystalline phases
Dots labeled l, 2, 3, and P represent compositions of liquids as determined by Muan and
Osborn (1956), coexisting with the crystalline phases shown.

Diagram (a) represents invariant phase relations at the fixed/0, of air (/6r:10-0 7 atm).
'I'wo inner triangles represent two difierent phase assemblages. Olivine, pyroxene, and
magnesioferrite coexist with liquid 1 at 1375'C. Pyroxene, tridymite, and magnesioferrite

o
o
@

o
rr)
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(2) Olivine in equil ibrium with pyroxene, magnetite and Iiquid is always

more Fe-rich than the coexisting pyroxene. This same trend was found

by Bowen and Schairer (1935) under conditions such that metall ic iron

rather than magnetite is in equil ibrium with the sil icates and a l iquid.

(3) Olivine shows the widest variation in Fe-content of all the crystalline

phases. (4) At low temperatures the Fe-content of olivine increases

very rapidty with decreasing temperature when it is in equil ibrium with

tridymite, magnesioferrite, I iquid and vapor. In the temperature interval,

1165o to l l44"C, the FeO content of olivine increases by more than 25

weight percent. The corresponding change in/o, is less than 100 5 atm'

The lines of Figure 4 represent univariant equilibrium relations for

five assemblages in an fo"-l/T plot. Straight l ine relations have been as-

sumed. Lines b-P, a-P, and P-c correspond to the conditions represented

by the composition of Iiquids along the univariant lines of Figure 1'

The line P-p represents conditions for the univariant subsolidus assem-

blage olivine, tridymite, pyroxene, magnesioferrite and vapor'r

Determinations of the compositions oI coexisting crystall ine phases in

equilibrium with vapor at subsolidus temperatures are listed in Table 2'

From these data in conjunction with those for the phases in equilibrium

with l iquid and vapor (Table 1 and Fig. 3) projections can be made of

phase composition changes as a function of temperature and oxygen

fugacity change below the solidus. For example, in Figure 5 lines have

been constructed to i l lustrate the inferred manner of change of /o,
with decreasing temperature for a given constant iron oxide content of

l The/or-I values of Assemblage 5 (o1ivine,-triclymite, pyroxene, Iiquid, and_vapor)

are estimated from values given by Muan and osborn (1956). Liquid compositions lie along

the line P-il, Figure 1. This is discussed fully in a forthcoming pubiication (Speidel and

Nafziger, 1966). The sixth univariant curve, vapor absent, is not represented'

coexist with liquid 2 at 1365.c. Compositions of crystaline phases are shown by apices of

the triangles.
Diagram (b) represents invariant phase relations at a f,red gas mixing ratio of COz:Hz

:132. Otivine-pyroxene-magnesioferrite-liquicl 1 coexist at a temperature of 1285oC and

/o, of 10-l 6 atm. Pyroxene-tridymite-magnesioferriteJiquid 2 coexist at a temperature of

127 7" C and !o, of 1 0-5 8 atm.

Diagram (i) represents an invariant situation in the system. Six phases are present. The

COz:H: ratio is approximately 40. Olivine, tridymite, pyroxene, and magnesioferrite coexist

with liquid P at 1255"C at /s,: lQ-r r 21m.

Diagram (d) represents invariant phase relations at a coz: Hz ratio of 24. olivine, tri-

dymite, and magnesioferrite coexist with liquid 3 at 1160'C at/6r: lQ-a s u1-'
-  

En:MgSiO:,  Fs:FeSiO:,  Fo:MgzSiO+, Fa:FelSiO4, MF anr i  Mt:MgFezOr and

FesO4, respectively, with all iron oxide calculated at FeO.
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Frc 3. curves to show change in total iron oxide content (plotted as Feo) of condensed
phases in the system MgO-FeO-Fe:OrSiOr coexisting in univariant equilibrium, replotted
from Figure 2. l'or the liquid phase, Mgo as well as iron oxide is shown. rn the upper part of
the diagram solid curves represent change in composition of condensed phases in the assem-

given by the bottom termination of the curves, open circles, after Muan (1955). mf :mag-
nesioferrite, o1: olivine, pyr : pyroxene, liq: 1iqui6.
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Frc. 4. Plot to show relation of temperature to oxygen fugacity along univariant curves

in the system MgO-FeO-FezOs-SiOr. Assemblage 1:py16xsne-tridymite-magnesioferrite-

liquid-gas; assemblage 2:olivine-pyroxene-magnesioferriteJiquid-gas; assemblage 3:oli-

vine-tridymite-magnesioferrite liquid-gas; assemblage 4: olivine tridymite-pyroxene-

magnesioferrite-gas; assemblage 5:olivine-tridymite-pyroxeneJiquid-gas. The curves for

assemblages 1,2, and 3 are after Muan and Osborn (1956), solid circles, and Muan (19.55),

open circle, and were checked by the present work. The curve for assemblage 4 is inferred

from the present work, solid square. The curve for assemblage 5 is inferred from the work of

Muan and Osborn (1956).

Tarrr 2. InoN Oxroa CoNrrNr or CorxrsrrNc Cnvstelr-tNn PHASES rN tnn Svsrrrt

MgO-FeO-FerOrSiOzr .q.s DrtrnurNrn rN tnn PnrsBNT INvEsrrcATroN

Mixture
Composition (wt. 7o) Temp (oC) lo9/6,

MsO FcO SiOz

FeO in FeO in
P;;;;;" M;;;", i," 

rridYmitecor:Hr I:o.i'
( r l rv lne

2 6 . 7  5 5 . 5  1 i . 8

1 8 4  4 6 0  3 5 6

1 4 9  6 0 1  2 5 0

8 0  6 1 0  3 1 0

7 . 1  8 2 . 0  l 0 . s

1 3 5 0  - 0 . 7

1126 -0. 7

1350 -O 7

1240 -6 3

1240 -(, 3
1240 -7 3
1 1 6 5  - 8  3
1 ,125 -9 .3

1 0 8 0  - 1 0  0

1240 -7  3

9 . 0 ( 2 )  4  s ( 1 8 )
1 0  0 (  e )  4 . o ( 2 )

s . s  (  8 )

3 2 . 0  ( 1 1 )  2 0  0  ( 1 4 )

3 2 0 ( r 1 )  2 1 0 ( 2 )
3 9  o ( 2 )  2 7  0 ( 2 )
33  s  (10)
47  0  (10)
4s  .5  (10)

3 9  0 ( 1 4 )  2 7  0 ( 2 )

8s .  s  (16)
8s .7  ( 10 )

86.0 (16) p

e7 s (14)

e 8  0 (  2 )  p
e 8  s (  2 )  p
e8.7 (12) b
e e  0 (  2 )  p
e e o ( 2 )  r

98 . s  ( 10 )  !

132

132
40
40
2 4
24

40

t Numbers in parentheses indicate tbe number of electron microprobe determinations used to calculate

the composition. All iron oxide is calculated as weight percent FeO. r:tridymite present. The/6 value for a
given temperature and Cor:Hr ratio is taken fron unpublished curves by V. Porter.
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Frc. 5. Curves sketched to show iron oxide content (calculated as FeO and indicated by
the numbers on the curves) of pyroxene (dashed) and magnesioferrite (solid )in equilibrium
with tridymite and gas in the system MgO FeO Fe:OrSiO: The curve b-P is one of the
univariant curves of Figures 1 and 4 ancl P-p is the subsoliclus univariant curve of the
assemblage olivine-tridymite-pyroxene-magnesioferrite-gas (lig a) Dots correspond to
data iisted in Table 1, after Muan and Osborn (1956); squares correspond to data listed in
Table 2.

pyroxene (dashed lines) or of magnesioferrite (solid l ines) in the assem-
blage : pyroxene-tridymite-m agnesiof errite-vapor.

The curves of Figure 6 appll '  to the assemblage, olivine-pyroxene-
magnesioferrite-vapor. The magnesioferrite curves (solid l ines) have the
steepest slopes, approximating the slope for the curve P-p of Figures 5,
6, and 7 and these slopes are also similar to the temperature-oxygen
fugacitl 'curve for water.l The less steep pyroxene curves (short-dashed
lines) have a slope similar to that of the fayalite-tridymite-magnetite
buffer, curve ,y' of Figure 7 (Eugster and Wones, 1962). The olivine
curves have the lowest slope. The type of change of /o, on cooling wil l
therefore determine composition changes of phases in this pyroxene-
olivine-magnesioferrite-vapor assemblage under equil ibrium conditions.

I Curves for water at 1 bar and 1000 bars are plotted in Figure 9 of Osborn (1963), taken
from data compiled by Kennedy (19a8).
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Frc. 6. Curves sketched to show iron oxide content (calculated as FeO and indicated by

the numbers on the curves) of pyroxene (short dashes), olivine (longer dashes) and mag-
nesioferrite (solid lines) coexisting in equilibrium with gas in the system MgO-FeO-Fe:Or

SiO:. The line o-P is one of the univariant curves of Figures 1 and 4 and P-p is the subsolidus

univariant curve of the assemblage olivine-tridymite-pyroxene-magnesioferrite-gas (Fig.

4). Dots correspond to data listed in Table 1, after Muan and Osborn (1956); squares cor-
respond to data listed in Table 2.

If the decrease of /o, with temperature is similar to that for water or for
the P-p assemblage, the magnesioferrite composition remains essentially
constant, while the Mg:Fe ratios of pyroxene and olivine increase,
olivine more than pyroxene. If the decrease of /o, with temperature is
somewhat greater, Iike the slope of the fayalite-tridymite-magnetite
bufier or of the magnetite-hematite buffer (Eugster and Wones, 1962),
then pyroxene wil l remain approximately constant in composition while
the Mg:Fe ratio in magnesioferrite decreases and that in olivine in-
creases.

In Figure 7 are curves applicable to the equilibrium of coexisting
olivine-tridymite-magnesioferrite-vapor. The curve P-c is a univariant
curve shown in Figures 1 and 4, and c-f represents T-forrelations for the
univariant equilibrium of coexisting fayalite-tridymite-magnetite-vapor
in the ternary system FeO-FezOa-SiO2 (Eugster and Wones, 1962).
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-9 - to - t l - t2  - r3
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Frc. 7. Curves sketched to show iron oxide content (calcuated as FeO and indicated by

the numbers on the curves) of olivine (dashed) and magnesioferrite (solid lines) in equilib-

rium with tridymite and gas in the system MgO-FeO-FezOrSiO:. P-c is a univariant curve

shown in Figures 1 and 4 and P-1 is the subsolidus univariant curve of the assemblage oli-

vine-tridymite-pyroxene-magnesioferrite-gas (Fig. a). The curve c-l represents tempera-

ture-/o, relations for the univariant equilibrium of coexisting fayalite (70.7 wt. Ta FeO),

magnetite (100 wt. /6 iron oxide), and gas at one bar total pressure, after Eugster and

Wones (1962) Dots correspond to data listed in Table 1, after Muan and Osborn (1956);

squares correspond to data listed in Table 2.
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CoNcrusroNs

The composition of olivine, plrroxene, and magnesioferrite in the sys-
tem MgO-FeO-FezOr-SiO2 in equil ibrium with vapor at sub-solidus tem-
peratures changes as a function of temperature and oxygen fugacity. If
on equil ibrium cooling of a three-crystall ine phase assemblage the cnangc
in/o, is such that the Mg:Fe ratio in one of the three crystall ine phases
remains constant, this ratio in another phase in equil ibrium with it
must change. There is no way that the assemblage olivine-pyroxene-
magnesioferrite can be cooled under equil ibrium conditions without two
or all three of these phases changing in composition, or for the assem-
blages pyroxene-tridymite-magnesioferrite or olivine-tridymite-mag-
nesioferrite without one or both of the iron-containing phases changing
in composition. If /o, is held constant during equilibrium cooling or de-
creases at the moderate rate of the pure water buffer, the increase in the
Mg: Fe ratio is olivine greater than pyroxene greater than magnesiofer-
rite.

Applying these composition trends to basic and ultrabasic rocks, one
conclusion is that the Mg: Fe ratio in olivine, orthopyroxene, and magne-
tite may be significantly different at lower temperatures than at original
crystall ization temperatures. Olivine and to a lesser extent orthopyroxene
may have increased in Mg:Fe ratio on cooling, while at the same time
magnetite may have decreased in Mg-content.
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